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Chapter 7
Adapting to Climate Change: The Question of
Transforming Rural Local Governance
Kevin O'Toole and Anne Wallis
lntroduction
Over the past two decades there has been a general shift in the design of
administrative frameworks to take account of ecological factors and a
growth of standard practices in many areas of government policy that
add¡ess environmental and ecological issues (Moffatt, et al., 2001).
Public policy now includes the language of sustainability, although some
commentators contest the extent to which such policies are mere
rhetoric or actual (Doy. 1998; Dovers. 2005). The concePt of
sustainability originated from the concerns of those who argued that
natural resources were finite and needed to be used in more sustainable
ways (änicke, 1997; Vig et aÌ^, 1994), and grew into an understanding
that sustainability involves the integration of econoinic, social (including
cultural) and ecological systems (Dovers, 2005). In the same way
adaptation to climate change has begun to move beyond relationships
that on-ly focus on the bio-physical world to a broader understanding of
what it is to be sustainable. In othe¡ words adaptation to climate change
is fundamentally an issue of sustainability (Orr, 2007),
Attempts at the inclusion of the biophysical into the social and
economic dimensions of policy deliberations have not yet led to more
integration into a policy framework of sustainability. Rather the policy
outcomes at federal and state level have led to the creation of new
institutions rather than the reform of old ones (Gardner, 1999). At local
level there have been some attempts to adopt 'sustainability' as a more
holistic approach to policy especially where there are linkages to
international programs. One such response has been Agenda 21, a non-
binding, international agreement for the delivery of sustainable
development adopted at the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED) in 1992, The International
Council for Local Environmental Initiativesr IICLEI) launched Local
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Agenda 21 (LA21) devised as a means of givlng local agencies a place in
sustainable development that was both meaningful and practical. Local
engagement with sustainability began generally as a commitment to the
social, economic and biophysical dimensions or triple bottom line and
now extends into other programs associated with LA21 and sponsored
by the International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI)
such as the Cities for Climate Protection (CCP).
The initial response to LA2l and CCP was a sense of optimism that
sustainabie development could be achieved through greater community
participation in local governance (Freeman et al., 1996; Patlerson et al,,
1995; Sharp, 2002; Van Begin, 2004), The aims of LAZI and CCP were
focused on challenging the practices of local planning authorities by
developing fresh and innovative ways of including tl're local community
in tlre decision-making processes (Del Bello, 2006), Freeman et al
(1996, p, 67) argued that '[m]ore pragmatically, participation in LA21
is essentÍal Ín order to mobÍlize political, business and popular support,
to bring ne\¡/ resources of various kinds into the strateg-y and
implementation process, to improve local 'ownership' of the whole
shategy and to make links to other important policy areas, not least
economic development' .
Others have not been so optimistic and have raised a series of
questions about the extent to which LA21 and CCP can involve local
community participation (Carter et al., 1997; Jackson et al,, 1999;
Scott, 1999; Selman, 1998). The notion that LA21 and CCP can
improve environmental citizenship is challenged by those who argue
ùat this involves some unproven assumptions; 'that citizens are inclined
to worlc collectively and selflessly on sustaÍnability issues; and that
service providers (notably local government) will readily respond to
expectations of, and public debates about, improved provision of
services affecting quality of life' (Selman, 1998, p, 535). Instead there is
a sense that participation is generally stultified by public apathy or
influenced by vested interests or NIMBY ('not in my back yard')
attitudes (Carter et al., 1997). There is also some scepticisin about the
extent to which the concept of sustainability has penetrated the
consciousness of ordinary citizens (Hodgson et al., 2005).
Notwithstanding the criticisms there have been claims that Programs
like LA2i and CCP have gained success around the Globe. The ICLEI
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website carries a number of case studies that claim to have delivered
changes to local government practices (http: / /www.iclei,orgl),
However while there are claims to success the question still remains as
to whether the outcomes of these Programs are sustainable in the light
of the relative place of the environmental pillar in the use of a
sustainability approach to governance (Ryan, 2003). Furthermore local
aulàorities appeâr to suffer from a lack of clear guidance from higher
levels of government (Mercer et al. , 2000),
This chapter contributes to the debate on local sustainability and
climate change tlrough an investigation into local governance in south
west Victoria, Australia. The research in the chapter was undertaken to
determine whether there is any evidence to suggest progress towards a
transformation of local govern¿ì.nce that integrates the social, economic
and environmental pillars of sustainability is being made in south west
Victoria, In presenting the findings this chapter will begin by examining
the role of local government in sustainability with specific relerence to
the system of local government in Victoria, Australia' It then goes on to
investigate local government action in progressing sustainability, and
finally the degree of integration of environment into local governance.
Local governance and sustainability
Governance at local level often involves a compÌex arrangement of
institutions in the public, private and community sectors (Stoker,
2005). As part of the everyday discourse of public life governance can
be seen in structural terms as the 'institutional arrangements for
debating, considering, deciding, prioritising, resourcing, implementing
and evaluating public policy' (Head, 2005, P. 44). However in the
wider agenda of the modernization of government the term governance
has been extended to mean the dynamic Process in which social and
political actors play a significant role in deciding how to satisfy many of
their needs (Pierre et al., 2000), In this sense governance becomes a
method whereby state and non-state actors and institutions interact with
one another to manage the affairs of the public (Coe et'al', 2001;
Weller, 2000).
Within this broader framework there is often confusion over veftical
and, horizontal approaches to governance, Vertical approaches are mainly
drÍven by managerialist principles such as new public management and
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corporate governance (Hirst, 2000; Rhodes, 1997). Horizontal
approaches to governance focus on the new practices of co-ordinating
activities tfrat occur through networks, partnerships and deliberative
forums (Hirst, 2000), On t}re ground however the distinction is often
blurred and problems arise between application of horizontaì (network
and partnerships) and vertical (corporate) approaches to governance,
What governance models have in common is the aim of obtaining
sufficient legitimacy to act in the name of the collectivity
(Contandriopoulos et al., 200+). Accountability in local governance is
centraì to the cause of legitimacy through both transparency of decision
making and where possible increased participation of the different
interests concerned. Generally though, accountability is couched in
terms of economic and/or social sustainability of public and private
interests. Sustainability that includes the environment is generalì.y only
accounted for in terms of traditional envi¡onmental issues, such as open
space and local planning (Gibbs et al., 1996; Jonas et al., 2004; Mercer
et al,, 2000). Programs like LA2t and CCP are designed to redress this
imbalance by further involving local communÍties in extending local
sustainability. The aims are to integrate the environment into local
governance activities, to broaden the participation of groups and social
categories, to adopt long term perspectives about issues like climate
charrge and to work together to find solutions at local level (Del Bello,
2006). For local governance tåe task is to alte¡ the decision-making
process to achieve a broader approach to sustainability, However the
question remains as to whether local knowledge frameworks are
sufficiently robust at this time to incorporate an approach that integrates
tfie economic, social and envi¡onmental.
Victorian Local Government
The Australian system of government operates at the national, state and
local levels. Corporate governance at the local level has undergone
significant refo¡m under the infLuence of new public management. In
the reforms of tle 70s, 80s and 90s governments were enjoined to move
away from 'rowing' to take a more central role in 'steering' the system
(Osborne et al., 1992), As a result many goyernment services were
either privatized or contracted out in a variety of public-private
partnerships (Linder et al., 2000). At local government level the aim
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was to re-codify behaviours across a range of local government functions
to ensure the efficient delivery of services (Kloot, 2001)'
The internal arrangements of local governments in Victoria,
Australia, were reformed to adjust to the demands of auditing,
monitoring, accounting and compliance in the new governance
arrangements (Mercer et al., 2000). The corporate structure of local
government ensured t-hat economic and financial monitoring, auditing
and accounting were well integrated into lhe governance structures'
While the financial bottom line has always been a signifìcant factor for
local governance the new public management style constraìned local
decision making even moïe. Service delivery was primarily judged by
reference to savings in the bottom line and in so doing tàe economic
became more fully embedded into tåe practices of local government
than it had in the past (lMilliamson,2Q02). The major focus of this
approach is vertical governance where there is financial accountability
and compliance up the chain of command while auditing and monitoring
flow down from the top.
The widening of tlle governance framework in the last few years
into a more consultatíve style involving community engagement
brought *re 'social' back into local governance (Municipal Association
of Victoria, 200+). The aim was to embed the 'social' into governance
,hto"gh 'engagement' that 'is achieved when the community is and feels
part of the overall governance of that community' (Department of
lnfrastructure et al. ,'2002, p, 5), Networks and partneiships are used to
broaden participation in the governance Process across the community
in a more horizontal way.
More recently there have been attempts to incorporate the
environment into the monitoring, auditing and reporting of local affairs.
The Austalian Fede¡al Government through support of ICLEI and the
state government of Victoria through a range of programs have
attempted to support sustainability initiatives at the local level'
Sustainability Victoria, a state government agency, has Programs
directly aimed at local government, Besides programs designed to tackle
specific events like waste, street lighting and green purchasing there is
aLso a Sustainability Accord (launched in November 2005). The Accord
is a partnership agreement between the Victorian State Government and
Iocal governments on environmental sustainability. The Accord aims to
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increase the effectiveness of State and local environmental sustainability
programs and foster a more consistent development of envi¡onmental
policies and legislation. There is also financiaì and material support for
ICLEI Oceania's Triple Bottom Line (TBL) Capacity Building Program
that aims to build new TBL tools for use and appìication in local
councils, In the MAV specific programs for the environment were
established, including the Victorian Local Sustainability Network
(VLSN).
While there is an apparent awakening to the issue of sustainability at
local level in Victo¡ia that involves an integration of economic, social
and environmental pillars any actual changes at locaì level, especially in
rural areas, is still not readily apparent in some areas. The chapter now
looks at south west Victoria, especially the Glenelg-Hopkins
Catchment, to ascertain the degree to which local knowledge
frameworks can absorb a broader sustainability approach into local
governance Processes.
South west Victoria and'data collection
The south west region of Yictoria stretches from the southern coastline
of Victoria, north to Ararat and Harrow, and from the South Australian
borde¡ in the west to Ballarat in the east (Figure 7, 1 ),
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Flgure 7.1: The south west region of Victoria as deflned by the boundaries of the Glenelg
Hopkins Catchment Management Area
The area coveïs approximately 23,300km2 and the majority of the
landscape is dominated by flat volcanic plains, comPared to the north of
the region which is characterised by sedimentary rises and a mountain
rârige (South West Sustainability Partnership, 2001), The south west is
defined by its tlree catchments; Hopkins, Glenelg and Portland' These
catchments represent drainage basins within which there are 32 sub-
catchments based upon natural landscape features (Glenelg Hopkins
Catchment Management Authority, 2003) [see Figure 7,2].
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Fígure 7,2: The region takes in three river basins, Portland, Hopkíns and 6lenelg wlth a
total of 32 sub-catchments, The region spreads across nine municipalities although only
four are fully incorporated inside the region's boundaries
Since the arrival of Europeans f}re south west region of Victoria has
experienced much economic prosperity, mainly through the agricultural
sector, Intensive land clearing associated .arith farming practices,
industrial development and urbanisation has resulted in problems such
as soil degradation, salinisation, eutrophication of waterways, habitat
loss and a subsequent loss of biodiversity all of which pose a th¡eat to
regional sustainability, All of this has produced a recognition by local
stakeholders t}at conserving the naturaì resource base is important for
future economic development and social well-being.
The Glenelg-Hopkins catchment covers most of what is termed south
west Victoria and was the focus region for this study. The findings
reported in this chapter are based on tv/o major sources of data
collected within this region, The fìrst of these rvas a general survey of
south west Victorian people conducted to ascertain the extent to which
they incorporated tJre sociaì, economic and environmental piÌlars into
their understanding of sustainabllity (See O'Toole et aI., 2006). A
telephone suryey was undertaken by randomly sampling individuaì
households (n=535) within each sub-catchment. This allowed an
t
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examination of the region as whole as well as comparisons to be made
between sub-catchment.
The second data source was derived from interviews conducted in
2007 with local government practitioners from the four municipalities
whose boundaries were incorporated in the Glenelg Hopkins catchment
boundaries. The interviews were focused on establishing whether the
social, economic and environmental pillars of sustainability were
embedded into the local political and administrative routines. Using a
semi-structured format five representatives from four councils Ín the
region were interviewed. Two of the municipalities had full time
environment officers, one had a temporily staff member whose job it
was to write a report about sustainability for the respective council and
the other involved a councillor who had taken on tÌre cause of
sustainability for that council, Brief profiles for each municipality are
provided in Table 7,1. To ensure anonymity for the municipalities
involved in this study the numbers I to 4 are used to represent the
interviewees and these numbers are randomly allocated in each table so
t}at number 1 in Table X for example may represent a different
municipality to number 1 in Table Y,
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Table 7.1: Profiles of four munÍci in south west Viqtoria
Municipality PoP Area Total
Êxpenditure
06/07 s'000
Économic Activity Distance to
Melbourne
Km (urban
cenfre
used)
One 20,200 6,212
sq km
s 2 9,553 Agriculuure 
-
lorestry, cattle,
sheep.
Manufacturing 
-
aluminium smelter.
Export Port 
-
fìshing, wood chips,
live sheep.
378
Two I 6,060 5,+78
sq km
s 28,520 Mainly agricultural -
dairy, beef cattle,
sheep, vegetable
producrion, fìshíng
and tourism,
289
Three t?,t87 6,807
sq km
s26,977 Mainìy agriculture 
-
sheep, cattle,
îorestry. Sand
Mining.
302
Four 3l ,000 103 sq
km
s41 ,379 Local Rcgional
Centre 
- 
Retail,
Manufacruring,
Health, Education
261
Levels of awareness and knowledge of climate change and
sustainabiìity '¡¡ere determined using a method described by Wallis et.a1
(1997), This method uses a continuum f¡om no knowledge to
considerable knowledge r¡/ith points on t}e continuum beÍng
determined using awareness, famiìiarity and understanding as indicators
of knowledge,
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Results
The results from the two data sources indicate that although the
community in the south west region share some common values the
integration of the social, economic and environmental pilìars into one
core notion of sustainability is still not embedded into the action or
consciousness of local communities and local institutions.
In the community survey people were asked the question * what
does sustainability mean to you? Nearly a third of respondents (29Vo or
155) were unsure of what the term sustainability meant and were not
able to articulate a specific response. Another 36 percent of respondents
(192) gave responses that were not specific to any pillar and the types of
non-specifìc deftnitions provided are listed in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Non-pillar o the meaning ol
ResÞonses Frecuencv Percentase
e Keeping things going ùe same
r Providing [or fucure generations
¡ lmproving things
¡ Otïer
t22
38
l9
l3
63
20
l0
7
Total 182 t00
Around a third of respondents (35% or l7I) actually linked
sustainability to a specÍfic pillar and only a third of these included
multiple pillars in their definitions, Furthermore the environmental
pillar either singly or in combination was t-he dominant theme for tlese
respondents as Table 7.3 demonstrates,
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Table 7.3: Pillar specific and píllar combinations to responses to the meaning of
As can be seen in Table 7.4 the data from in-depth interviews witl
staff or councillors from the four municipalities indicated quite a
variation in levels of awa¡eness and knowledge of climate change issues
and programs between the four councils. The lcrowledge of climate
change and other sustainability initiatives was a lot more advanced in
two of the municipalities as compared to the ot-her two,
The application of sustainability programs to local council activities
was also varied in the south west. Two of the municipalities have won
awards in t}e Ímplementation of one ormore of these programs. One
municipality is also one of the five pilot councils in the Victorian Local
Sustainability Accord,
Table 7.41 Localgovernment knowledge of sustainabllity lnitlatives and climate change
in south west Víctoriarâms
Municipality LA21 ICLEI ccP Eco-buy'
One* ++++ ++++ ++++ +++
Two +++ +++ +++ +++
Three -++ -++
Four _++ +
Knowledge level
key:
*Random
allocation of
numbers
None
Awareness
Some knowledge
Considerable Knowledge
Very Knowledgeable
-L
-++
+++
++++
Environmental
Social
Economic
Social * Environmental
Social * Economic
Environmental * Economic
Environmental * Social *
Economic
59
29
21
17
17
29
r0
31
15
15
9
9
t5
6
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A comparison of municipalities across Victoria in Table 7.5 indicates
that there is not total involvement in sustainability and climate change
initiatives at local level. Generally metropolitan councils are more lÍkely
to be involved in sustainability and climate change initiatives than rural
or regional councils. Factors such as fiscal and demographic size,
distance and/or relative isolation apPear to have some bearing on the
take up of sustainability and climate change initiatives.
Table 7.5: Local sovernment involveme";j;:;r,rroilíty and climate change initiatives in
Municipality typc Number VLSN* ICLEI ccP Eco-buy
Rural/Regional
% o[all LGAs 61%(n=48) 49%(n=21) 507o(n= I 9) S8o/o(n=38) S$o/o(n=37)
% of R/R LGAs 44o/o +0% 79% 77%
Metropolitan
o/o of all LGAs 39%(n=31) 51%(n=22) 50%(n=t 9) 42o/o(n:28) 42o/o(n=27)
% of Metro LGAs 71% 61% 90o/o 87o/o
Total
% of all LGAs IOOÔ/o(n=79) 54%(n=43) 48%(n=38) 84o/o(n=66¡ SlYo(n=64)
*Victorían Local Sustainability Network
In south west Victoria t}e application of sustainability and climate
change initiatives varied between the municipalities as Table 7 '6
indicates. Community ParticiPation varied across the municipalities
although formal structures had been established in two of them.
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Table 7.6t Local government applicatíon of sustainability and cl¡mate change in¡tiatives in
Þegree of embedding of
sustainability into local goverrr nce
*Random allocation of numbcrs
Awareness ofneed
Embedded in strategic plan
Incorporated into policy and
Progïams
Integrated across departments
+
++
+++
++++
One municipality had begun the task of integrating sustainability
initiatives into the decision making processes for all its administrative
practices. The council has adopted a sustainability stïategy tìat includes
both corpoïate and community goals. The strategy covers six areas 
-
bio-diversity, water, air (climate change), soil, waste and community.
The appointment of an environmental officer has been used to assist the
council and the administration to review its tasks in the light of the
sustainability strategy. The aim is to embed an environmental
consciousness into the organisation in such a way that the councilìors,
council officers and staff will incorporate it into their everyday Practice.
There is also a s€nse that the council cannot expect the community to
participate in environmental change until it gets its own house in order,
A second municipality was attemPting to integrate the
environmental pillar into its accounting, auditing and compliance
systems altÌiough it is still quite limited in scope. The council tJrrough arr
environmental offìcer is attempting to influence t}re internal work
practices of its organisation through environmental education, project
management and implementing relevant State government Programs.
The other two municipalities had yet to arrive at a policy framework to
address t}re strategies required to attempt the integration process.
In south west Victoria the process of embedding sustainability into
local government has had different drivers as Table 7.7 indicates.
south west Victoria
vfunicipality Community
consuìtation
Local
climate
changc
policv
Local
sustainability
policy
Specìlìc
óustainability
committce
Partnerships
with local
groups lor
imolementation
One* + +
Two + + ++ ++ ++
Three ++ + ++ ++ ++
Four +
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Generally the push for sustainability practices has come thro"gh ,h"
administration, especially through dedicated environmental personnel.
Table 7.7: Drlvers of local government application of sustainability and climate change
initÍatlves
Municipality Community Councillors Environment
/Sustainability
officer
Council
Executive &
management
One+
Two
Three
Four r' (Shorr
contract)
iRandom allocation of numbers
Discussion
Programs like LA2l and CCP were launched as strategies to Progress
sustainable development within the local context amid a belief that there
is widespread consensus about managing the environment at the local or
regional level (Morrison, et al., 2005). However the evidence from the
above investigation indicates t-hat environmental concerns although
clearly expressed by the local community are yet to be fully embedded
in local governance structures in south west Victoria. Our study shows
that there is considerable variation in knowledge of sustainability and
related issues like climate change across municipalities in the soutl west
region of Victoria. Although the municipalities investigated are
contiguous with one another and have basically similar profiles the
pïogress they are making to embed the environment along with social
and economic aspects of sustainability into local goyernment differs
considerably, The 'environment' still has to comPete with local
entrepreneurialism (economic) and regeneration (social) for recognition
(Jonas et al., 2004). Embedding the environmental dimension togetJrer
with the economic and social dimensions requires a type of 'joined up'
thinking that involves recognition in both the corporate and the
community approaches to governance.
There are two major knowledge frameworks that need to be taken
into account when attempting to integrate the environmental dimension
into local governance, First there is local community knowledge about
the extent to which the th¡ee dimensions of economic, social and
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environmental form one integrated approach to decision making, The
evidence above indicates that integrated thinking about sustainability is
not widespread in the community. Local participation in some form of
community governance is dependent upon effective knowledge systems
(Freeman et al, , 1996) and at present it appears that the general
understanding of sustainability is either non-existent, vague or focused
on a particular pillar. It is often dependent upon individual local actors
to promote sustainability initiatives within the local community,
Secondly there is local government organisational knowledge that
includes tle functional areas of production, regulation and service
provision, Embedding environmental accounting, auditing and
compliance into the overall functional role of local government is not
only an internal process it is also about imparting this consciousness to
the wider community. However it appears that unless those who
oversee tlre strategic directÍons of particular local governments are
committed to specific change paths that include tlle environmental pillar
it is unlikely that the practices of the organisation will shift, Tools for
progressing sustainability initiatives such as CCP and LA21 will only
have an impact if there is corporate support (Brown, 2004). Even
though programs like CCP and LA21 are being adopted by local
councils in south west Victoria they are often not advancing much
beyond the environmental departments to broader local government
structures. There is the constant problem of re-acculturating people in
their work enyironment especÍally if it impinges upon their own
professional outlooks. Embedding sustainability into local government
in a holistic manner confronts bot} tìese professional and structural
elements of the institution. However it may be that such programs do
provide a means of social learning t'hat can lead to changed outcomes in
the future (Critchley et aI., 2005).
An important element here is the way that sustainability is built into
electoral accountability. If as the councils in the south west of Victoria
ciaim their strategy is to lead by example then the community will need
to see transparent accounting systems that incorporate sustainability into
the council policy and practices, A major problem witJr electoral politics
is that policy more often responds to the electorate rather than being a
leader, If policy does not accord with existing perceived habits,
expectations, desires, wants and needs of the electorate then it will be
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either rejected or severely revised, Thus for council to invest in culture
changing activities within its own olganisation it has to be certain that it
does not distract from the wants and needs of the electorate, It also has
to be assured that the cultural changes can be demonstrated to the
electorate in terms acceptable to them, In this respect the local
governance processes need to incorporate the community (in all its
different manifestations 
- 
interest, place etc).
Reconciling the environmental dimension within these knowledge
frameworks would ultimately lead to a more unified approach to
governance. The theory is that a multi-dimensional 4pproach will be
integrative by 'joining-up' the two approaches in the array of disparate
services, eflìcient through making better use of resourcesr accountable
through increased knowledge of local resource allocation and service
provision, and sustainable by weighing the outcomes of all three pillars
at once. However there will be tímes when the economic, social and
environmental dimensions will clash with one another. Attaining
convergence among a diversity of actors and organizations is hard
enough without t}e overlay of competing fields of practice.
Social change can be difftcult to acbjeve as people resist altering the
ways they do things, Long established patterns of behaviour,
ínstitutional cultures with fìxed policy frameworks and the control of
programs by central and local bureaucracies can hamper efforts toward
local systems for sustainability (Brunckhorst, 2005). The dominance of
corporate governance in local institutions hampers integration of the
three pillars since devolution is organised along lines of accountability
and auditing within separate silos of the organisation. The danger is that
sustainability initiatives are detached from other local government
activities like service delivery and policy development and become
bou¡rded in their own silo (Jonas et al. , 200+),
The processes of social learning required to develop an inlegrated
approach to sustainability involve two fundamental elements. First there
is a need for a political commitment to the ideals of sustainability that
allows local people and institutions the chance to have input into the
aims and measures that need to be adopted (Antrveiler, 2004). Local
stalceholders need to be involved in local sustainability discussions to
ensure that their understandings and levels of knowledge are included.
Of course participation in and of itself is not enough. What is needed is
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'cognitive participation' where different systems of knowledge are
included as legitÍmate contributions to the dialogue (Visvanatàan,
2005), Within local government there are powerful stakeholders both
on the political side (councillors) and the administrative side
(professionals) who represent specialist and professional knowledge.
This knowledge needs to be channelled into discussions in a way where
the framewo¡ks are open both within and between the different
disciplines. In this way those south west councils who have begun the
process of developing sustainabilit/ strategies can build a sold basis for
reform,
A second element in tàe process is that knowledge must be relevant
to real life situations in locaì places whether that be work, home or play
(Antweiler, 200+). Knowledge that is relevant to local people and
institutions utilizes the available local resources whether that is people,
industry, raw material, or energy resources. It also allows for the
development of auditing processes that can highlight the limitations of
locaL resources and practices, and then seek support from outside
institutions such as state and federal governments. Ið/ithin the south
west, municipalities that adopt this approach will have a better chance of
building local sustainabllity,
Of course the different types of knowledge are sustained by an array
of ideological interpretations of the meanings given to the
envi¡onmental pillar. For members of a local community environment
may focus on place based identity and the o'r¿ynership, protection and
care of a landscape for future economic or social output (Redclift,
2005). In the formal governance areas the environmental experts
emphasise the need to incorporate and embed the environment into the
everyday affairs of the local administration. The interpretations reflect
the interests of the people concerned and adoption of particular
meanings is dependent upon the power exercised by tlose interests,
The task for local governme,nt is .to create a community governance
framework that accounts for these interests while still retaining a focus
on the aims of sustainability tìrat integrate the economic, social and
environmental pillars.
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Gonclusion
Sustainability is a complex evolving construct yet it is now common
parlance in government and commt¡nity circles, In an era where future
ec¡nomic, social and environmental structures are under threat,
rethinking sustainability in a holistic approach to local governance is
imperative. At present it wouid appear that the three sustainability
pillars are not integrated in the knowledge frameworks of local
community members in south west Victoria and that the environmental
pillar is still the dominant focus of sustainability for many, This is quite
understandable, especially when the literature on sustainability is still
attempting to persuade people to 'integrate' their knowledge. While
there may be attempts at integrative approaches to sustainability in local
goyernance there is rarely 'integration' where knowledge is synthesised
for the purposes of developing or reporting on Programs and policies.
Furthermore while local governments are trying to incorporate the
environmental pillar into their organisational framework there is still
uncertainry about how far that will go if higher level government
support for sustainability initiatives dissolves, Nevertheless the
introduction of a sustainability approach appears to have given some
impetus to changes in local governance in Victoria.
Endnotes
I . ICLEI was founded in 1990 as the Internatíonal Council for Local Enr¡ironmental
Initiatives. The council was established when more than 200 local governments
from 43 countries convened at an inaugural conference , the World Congress oJ Locol
Governmentsþr a Sustainoble Future, at the United Nations in New York.
2. ECO-Buy is a government firnded organisation established to encourage the
purchasing of green products
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